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Comments:
This plan was designed by Gemini Perera of Jims Traffic Control-Hornsby in accordance with Australian Standards and the RMS’s Traffic Control on Worksite Handbook Version 4.0. The plan is designed for the safe setup of a 400T mobile crane at number 108 Miller Street, Pyrmont for the installation of the site tower crane. The mobile crane will be setup between kerb and two through lanes and have an outrigger footprint of 8.5 MTRS. During the work traffic will be run at stop slow. Certified Traffic Controllers will be on site to implement and monitor this TCP. If you have any questions please contact Gemini Perera of Jims Traffic Control-Hornsby on 0400 350 182.

Residents and Pedestrians will be safely guided around the work site as necessary.
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Parking spaces on both sides along Miller St between Bulwara Rd and Harris St need to be reserved prior to commencement of work.
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